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The ET recognizes 
Malabar Gold & 
Diamonds as one of 
the best brands 2019
KUWAIT: Malabar Gold & Diamonds, one among the
largest jewelry retailers globally with a strong retail
network of 250 outlets spread across the globe has
been recognized as the Best Brand by The Economic
Times. ET Edge Senior Director Rishi Kapoor felicitat-
ed MP Ahammed, Chairman of Malabar Group in the
presence of Asher. O, Managing Director - India
Operations of Malabar Gold & Diamonds.

The Economic Times had conducted a detailed sur-

vey across 15 industries in 12 tier-1 & tier-2 cities
amongst the demographics from the age of 21-50
years and had selected best 25 brands across various
categories including BFSI, Education, Healthcare,
FMCG, Technology, Lifestyle, Luxury and much more.
On basis of the extensive survey, Malabar Gold &
Diamonds has been recognized as one of ‘The
Economic Times Best Brands 2019’.

Over the 25 years of operation, the company has
developed a strong retail presence in India, Middle
East, Far East & USA with a network of 250 outlets
across ten countries. With an annual turnover of $4.51
billion, the company today ranks among the top jewel-
ry retailers globally. Malabar Gold & Diamonds has
always kept customer-first as the principal attitude in
all its steps taken and takes efforts at satisfying the
discerning needs of its multinational and multicultural
customers by incorporating the diverse tastes in the
splendid jewelry designs that they showcase. 

KUWAIT: Group CEO of Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
Mazin Saad Al-Nahedh said that KFH operates in different
jurisdictions, including Kuwait, Turkey, Germany, Malaysia,
Bahrain, and KSA. Throughout those locations, the growth
trajectory for each economy is different.

Al-Nahedh added during an interview with The
Business Year Magazine (TBY), that in Kuwait KFH focus-
es specifically on infrastructure projects, primarily in the
oil and gas sector in addition to financing trade-related
business. He said: “We provide most of the corporates
with the necessary financing requirements when they
import goods. In addition, we focus on the large corporate
sector that has not been banked by KFH in the past. We
take market share from other banking participants, which
helps the general growth of KFH on the corporate and
SME sides.”

Al-Nahedh continued: “On the retail side, KFH enjoys
likely the largest customer base in terms of numbers; we
are the second-largest bank in Kuwait and the largest
Islamic Bank. Our strength lies in our retail portfolio and
the diversity of our deposit base. This is primarily driven
by KFH being the only Islamic bank upon its establishment
in 1977 up to 2003.” He said that KFH has been in the

market for much longer than the rest and has extensive
experience and know-how in Islamic banking, as it has
been one of the pioneers driving that movement for-
ward. KFH is the only Islamic bank that offers -as part
of its sustainable development goals and financial inclu-
sion pillar- female-only branches to cater the needs of
an important part of the population.

With regards to KFH digital transformation strategy, Al-
Nahedh said: “The digitalization strategy started about four
years ago. Each of our eight KFH business lines had its own

system managing the same
customer base; the same cus-
tomer would reside in multiple
databases without any links.
We therefore changed our
system into a relationship-
based approach rather than a
product-based one and seg-
mented our customers based
on their business activity. 

The objective is to better
manage our customers’
wealth and facilitate their
transactions. This also

ensures the quality of service we provide. On another lev-
el, we implemented robotics to reduce the process time for
time-consuming applications such as onboarding. With our
new systems, we reduced processing time by a third. That
frees up time for our employees, who can be more produc-
tive and serve customers better. We also made significant
improvements to our mobile banking app that cover
almost 90% of the services a branch can provide. We just
launched a concept called KFH Go, our new vision for

what future branches should look like on a self-service
basis. Those branches’ footprints are about one-fifth of the
existing branches’ footprints, which drastically diminishes
rental costs and overheads. This is a full-fledged electronic
branch that does roughly 90 percent of what one could do
in a branch. Currently, KFH has two KFH Go branches. We
will have 10 electronic branches that we will be installed in
2019 and 2020 so that we can have 24/7 banking available
to all our customers in key locations.”

He added: “We are looking to finance the solar farm
project built by KPC. Finally, there are plans for new cities
in the north and south that will be developed through the
PPP structure. We see those projects coming to comple-
tion rather than just being tendered; once complete, the
infrastructure would be ready, the city will start flourish-
ing, and activities will begin. In the oil sector, there are
hundred billions of dollars of projects over the next five
years that involve LNG and the improvement of upstream
and downstream processes through the fourth refinery,
which is one of the key projects that will be introduced.
Another main factor will be the urgency of completing the
national plan, and as long as oil prices go above USD60,
there is less urgency.” 
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Mimecast research 
finds sharp rise in 
attacks from
cybercriminals
KUWAIT: Mimecast, a leading email and data security
company, yesterday unveiled its third-annual State of
Email Security report. The report includes insights from
1,025 global IT decision makers. As cybercriminals contin-
ue to use email as a primary vehicle to steal data and
deliver advanced threats, the results of this research pro-
vide valuable insights and trends around what’s affecting
organizations the most and how they can improve their
overall security posture.  

Social engineering attacks are a rising concern for
organizations because they’re often one of the most diffi-
cult to control. Most notably, the report found that imper-
sonation attacks increased almost 70 percent (67 per-
cent) in comparison to the results in last year’s report -
with 73 percent of those organizations impacted by
impersonation attacks having experienced a direct loss,
specifically loss of customers (28 percent), financial loss
(29 percent) and data loss (40 percent). Phishing attacks
were the most prominent type of cyberattack, with 94
percent of respondents having experienced phishing and
spear phishing attacks in the previous 12 months, and 55
percent cited seeing an increase in phishing attacks over
the same time period. 

Not only are email-based attacks on the rise, but
they’re affecting how confident people are in their organi-
zation’s cybersecurity defenses - and ultimately the ability
to do their jobs. According to the report, 61 percent
believe it is likely or inevitable their organization will suffer
a negative business impact from an email-borne attack this
year. The report also found that business-disrupting ran-
somware attacks are up 26 percent in comparison to last
year. Forty-nine percent of respondents noted having
downtime for two to three days, whereas 31 percent expe-

rienced downtime for four to five days. “Email security
systems are the frontline defense for most of attacks. Yet,
just having and providing data on these attacks is not what
creates value for most respondents,” said Josh Douglas,
vice president of threat intelligence at Mimecast. “Survey
results indicate that vendors need to be able to provide
actionable intelligence out of the mass of data they collect,
and not just focus on indicators of compromise which

would only address past problems. The Mimecast Threat
Analysis Center was also able to identify the top 5 indus-
tries being impacted by impersonation attacks which
closely aligned with the findings in the report. Financial,
Manufacturing, Professional Services, Science/Technology
as well as Transportation Industries are top targets.
Understanding these key pain points helps organizations
build a more comprehensive cyber resilience plan.”  

Stocks rally, dollar fall;
data fans rate cut talk
NEW YORK: Major world stock indexes jumped and US Treasury
yields tumbled on Friday after a slowdown in US job growth fueled
hopes of a US interest rate cut, while Washington’s move to delay
tariffs on Chinese goods added to equity market optimism. The US
dollar index also dropped and gold prices rallied to their highest
levels since April 2018 following the US Labor Department’s
monthly report, which also showed wages rose less than expected
in May. Yields on 10-year Treasury notes hit their lowest since
September 2017.

The jobs data suggested the loss of momentum in economic activity
was spreading to the labor market, which could put pressure on the
Federal Reserve to cut rates this year. On Wall Street, the benchmark
S&P 500 index was more than 1 percent higher in afternoon trading
and on track for its biggest weekly percentage gain since November
2018. “This is the type of read the doves will really take to, as it sup-
ports the argument for cutting rates beyond politics or trade issues,
which were never part of the Fed’s mandate to begin with,” said Mike
Loewengart, vice-president of investment strategy at E*Trade
Financial in New York.

Hopes that the Fed would turn more accommodative to blunt the
impact of escalating trade tensions have helped support stocks in
recent days. The US government on Friday said it was granting
Chinese exporters two more weeks to get their products into the
United States before increasing tariffs on those items. Also, US
President Donald Trump said there was a “good chance” the United
States would make a trade deal with Mexico.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 290.73 points, or 1.13
percent, to 26,011.39, the S&P 500 gained 34.65 points, or 1.22 per-
cent, to 2,878.14 and the Nasdaq Composite added 135.72 points, or
1.78 percent, to 7,751.27. The pan-European STOXX 600 index
rose 0.93 percent and MSCI’s gauge of stocks across the globe
gained 1.10 percent.

In US Treasuries, benchmark 10-year notes last rose 12/32 in price
to yield 2.0827 percent. The yield touched 2.053 percent shortly after
the May payrolls report, which was its lowest since September 2017.
With trade tensions between the United States and its trading partners
still brewing, investors have been assessing how global central banks
will respond to signs of a downturn.

Traders now are betting on multiple rate cuts by the Fed over the
next 12 months. But a cut is not guaranteed. And the potential for cen-
tral banks to disappoint markets was highlighted on Thursday, when
the European Central Bank declined to hint it would cut rates soon.

The dollar index fell 0.51 percent, with the euro up 0.56 percent to
$1.1337. In the oil market, crude prices gained amid signs that OPEC
and other producers could extend their output reduction deal.

Gold prices jumped to their highest levels since April 2018 as the
jobs report sent the dollar lower. Spot gold was 0.6 percent higher to
$1,343.07 per ounce, having earlier hit its intra-day high of $1,348.08.
US crude rose 1.81 percent to $53.54 per barrel. — Reuters

Chinese vendors, 
Mexican clients 
pity Trump tariffs 
at trade expo
MEXICO CITY:  Huang Chao came to Mexico
looking for business, not friends, but the Chinese
sales manager says he found unexpected common
ground with his prospective clients on one thing:
Donald Trump “is crazy.”

Chao, 31, was in Mexico City this week repre-
senting his textile company at a trade fair called
Expo China HomeLife, whose goal is to connect
Chinese suppliers with merchants in different
countries around the world.

Mexico was set to be just another stop for the
enormous expo-until the US president threatened
last week to impose five-percent tariffs on all
Mexican imports. The tariffs are due to start
tomorrow and rise in monthly increments to 25
percent by October, unless Mexico slows the US-
bound flow of undocumented migrants to Trump’s
satisfaction.

That effectively made Mexico the second
major front after China in Trump’s spiraling trade
wars. It also gave vendors and customers in
Mexico City a new topic to discuss in stilted
English as they brokered deals for mass quantities
of home articles, plastic accessories, cheap deco-
rations, cloth and other myriad products the Asian
powerhouse exports to the world.

Trump’s tariffs “aren’t just hurting China, they’re
hurting the whole world,” Huang said. “He is hurting
both countries’ feelings,” said businesswoman
Louisa Chin, 30, referring to Mexico and China. “He
knows how to rile up his voters,” said Alejandro
Becerril, a Mexican builder, after an animated con-
versation with a group of Chinese business execu-
tives. “He’s trying to get Mexico to toughen up its
migration policies-and it’s working.”

My enemy’s enemy...
The United States is already deep into a trade

and technological battle with China. Last month
Washington raised tariffs on $200 billion in
Chinese goods to 25 percent. Beijing hit back with
retaliatory tariffs of five to 25 percent on $60 bil-
lion in US goods.

Trump is threatening to expand the tariffs to
essentially all Chinese imports, and has also moved
to blacklist a Chinese tech giant, Huawei, over

national security concerns. The spat had been
beneficial for Mexico, which has replaced China as
the top US trading partner so far this year.

But now Mexico is getting a taste of what
Beijing calls Trump’s “economic terrorism”-pushing
the US neighbor closer to China. “In the current
global context, there are many things China and
Mexico can do together,” Lo Tu, deputy mayor of
the Chinese city of Shantou, said in Mexico City.

“Mexico and China are friends and partners.
Mexico can be stronger with China, and China
can be stronger with Mexico,” Mexico’s
Undersecretary for Foreign Trade Luz Maria de la
Mora said during a visit to China this week.

This is not the first time Mexico-long used to
living in the shadow of its giant northern neigh-
bor-has eyed closer ties with China when its trade
relationship with the US frays.  There was a similar
effect when Trump threatened to rescind the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
between the US, Mexico and Canada. 

Mexico sends nearly 80 percent of its exports
to the US, and the countries do more than $600
billion a year in bilateral trade, according to
Washington.  The world’s second-largest econo-
my is an obvious place for Mexico to turn to try to
diversify its trade portfolio.

In 2017, Mexico and China did $80.9 billion in
two-way trade, according to Mexico’s central
bank. But the bulk of it was Chinese exports to
Mexico: $74.1 billion. Mexican officials will have
to do more to cultivate ties with Beijing if they
truly want to deepen the relationship, said China
expert Enrique Dussel of Mexico’s largest univer-
sity, UNAM.

“Mexican officials always seem to be saying,
‘China will help us out of the ditch,’” said Dussel.
“But we have to be more serious about the rela-
tionship,” he added. — AFP

Uber chief tightens 
grip with top 
execs’ departures
SAN FRANCISCO: Uber chief Dara Khosrowshahi put out
word Friday that he is tightening his grip on the wheel at the
ride-share firm in the wake of a bumpy stock market debut.
The company’s chief operating officer and head of market-
ing will leave in a leadership shake-up that will result in
Uber’s shared rides and food delivery platforms reporting
directly to Khosrowshahi, according to a copy of an internal
email provided to AFP. Khosrowshahi credited the maturing
of operations at the San Francisco-based company and the
completion of its initial public offering last month with
enabling him to make the management moves.

“I now have the ability to be even more involved in the
day-to-day operations of our biggest businesses, the core
platform of Rides and Eats, and have decided they should
report directly to me,” Khosrowshahi said in his message
to employees. “This will allow me to be more hands on and
help our leaders problem-solve in real time, while also
ensuring that we make our platform vision a reality.”

He cited a need for a clear and consistent “narrative” at
Uber when it comes to how the company is seen by con-
sumers, partners, policymakers and the press as a factor in his
decision to consolidate the marketing, communications and
policy teams. “There’s never really a right time to announce
departures or changes like this, but with the IPO behind us, I
felt this was a good moment to simplify our (organization)
and set us up for the future,” Khosrowshahi said. — AFP 

US President Donald Trump’s trade wars with
China and Mexico gave vendors and customers
at the Expo China HomeLife trade show in
Mexico City a new topic to discuss.— AFP


